Hosts, Joe Watson and Toby Brazwell, connect the musical dots between legendary tracks and the often lesser-known songs they sampled. Uncover how these epic songs borrow from music of the past, enriching the musical landscape for generations to come.

Joe Watson and Toby Brazwell bring a unique blend of personality and musical prowess to Riffs on Riffs. Joe is a lifelong musician and guitarist, and Toby is a hip hop producer and emcee. Together, they find themselves seated comfortably behind the mic of the up and coming podcast, Riffs on Riffs, talking about exactly what they love. Music.

Connect with Hosts:
Joe Watson // jwatson@evergreenpodcasts.com
Toby Brazwell // tbrazzwell@evergreenpodcasts.com
episodes

TEASER
Ep 1: California Woman
Ep 2: The Edge of Police Booty
Ep 3: Underdog Ain’t Nuthin’ to Mess With
Ep 4: 99 Problems and a Big Fire Ain’t One
Ep 5: Look, You Made Me Too Sexy
Ep 6: Thank You for Sittin’ In My Rhythm Nation
Ep 7: When Doves Pray
Ep 8: The Hamilton Hip Hop MixTape

press

Evergreen Podcasts Launches New Music Show
– PR Newswire

Riffs on Riffs Lands 24 More Episodes on Evergreen Podcasts Network
– PR Newswire

Locally Produced Podcast Studies the Art of Sampling in Popular Music
– Cleveland SCENE Magazine
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